
THE LOVETUSC PROJECT
BRINGING TUSCARAWAS COUNTY TOGETHER THROUGH PUBLIC ART

Coming Summer 2024!
        Spanning nearly 104 miles, spend the Summer of 2024 with your
family and friends exploring Tuscarawas County, finding all 20 of the
LoveTusc sculptures, and showing your love for the county!
        The scavenger hunt includes downloading an app and earning
points! Participants can earn points by finding the LoveTusc
sculptures with the GPS check-in,  participating in the photo contest,
and answering a trivia question at each stop. Taking a few minutes
to complete each task will earn you additional points in the scavenger
hunt. When participants visit all the locations with the GPS check-in
and complete the tasks, your points will be submitted into our drawing
for the Ultimate Prize. The prize will be drawn and the winner will be
announced the week of September 18, 2024.

Scavenger Hunt Start Date: Friday, May 27, 2024
Scavenger Hunt End Date: Monday, September 2, 2024

Back of Sugacreek's LoveTusc Sculpture - photo and
painting by artist Sarah Andreas

Concept image for Dennison's LoveTusc Sculpture -
photo and concept by artist Vivian Mosley

Fabrication of LoveTusc Sculptures - photo and
progress by Jim Dawson, Synergy Signs and Graphics

Why LoveTusc?
      We call Tuscarawas County "home" - a place we take pride in, where we can be with family, meet friends, and
discover ways to grow and positively impact our community. It is a place where we can recognize our past, be present in
the moment, and look to the future with new opportunities. How can we celebrate all the pieces and uniqueness that
make up Tuscarawas County, and create an accessible and equitable project all communities can be a part of?
      The goal of the LoveTusc Project: The Tuscarawas County Sculpture Tour is to connect communities across
Tuscarawas County through a collaborative public art sculpture series to encourage residents and visitors to experience
the county's artistic and cultural identity. The sculptures will be fabricated by Synergy Signs and Graphics in Strasburg
while each piece will employ a local artist to capture the spirit and cultural identity of its community through a unique
painted design. While the foundation of the sculpture will be the same (in the shape of Tuscarawas County with a heart
carved out of the middle), each sculpture will represent the community
it will reside in and celebrate what makes up that community.


